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Jay Visco George Jiang Alex To

Dear friends,

It is with profound sadness that we announce the passing of our beloved founder and CEO, 
Gary Gui. Gary was an extraordinary individual who defied boundaries, seamlessly blending his 
roles as a visionary entrepreneur, brilliant engineer, masterful gardener, passionate hobby 
farmer, loving husband, and wise father.

Gary’s relentless drive and boundless energy propelled him to excel in every aspect of his life, 
earning him loyalty and respect across the industry, from customers and competitors alike. He 
poured his heart and soul into running a multinational business while still finding time to 
manage three gardens and a 40 - acre hobby farm. His love for nurturing life was as evident in 
his care for his plants and farm as it was in his dedication to his team at Anyload and his family.

In his final moment, Gary was surrounded by the tranquility of his cherished hobby farm, tend-
ing to the land he loved so dearly. He was in a place that he adored, doing what he had always 
dreamed of doing when he passed away in a tragic accident. It is in this place of peace and 
serenity that his indomitable spirit found rest.

Gary possessed an unwavering moral compass, which guided him through life with integrity 
and a strong sense of justice. His genuine passion, humility, and earnestness were evident in 
every aspect of his life, from his dedication to his work, to his relationships with friends and 
family. His ability to connect with others, transcending barriers of age, culture, and background, 
was a testament to his innate empathy, warmth, and generosity.

As we come together to mourn Gary’s passing and celebrate his extraordinary life, we also 
reaffirm our uncompromising commitment to you. Our team is dedicated to upholding the high 
standards Gary set, and we will continue to provide exceptional products and services to all our 
clients. As we embark on this new journey, we look forward to walking hand in hand with you, 
inspired by Gary’s boundless spirit and fueled by our shared passion for excellence. 

A memorial service will take place on Tuesday, May 16th 10:00-12:30 pm. The new CEO and a 
board of directors will be announced on Wednesday, May 17th.

We are deeply grateful for your understanding and support during this difficult time, and we 
look forward to navigating this new chapter together. Please feel free to reach out to us if you 
have any questions or concerns. We remain, as always, faithfully at your service.


